
100 Inspirational Quotes By Marilyn Monroe
Known for her captivating beauty, talent, and charisma, Marilyn Monroe was an
iconic figure whose influence continues to resonate even today. Beyond her
glamorous exterior, Monroe left behind a collection of insightful and inspiring
words that delve into topics such as self-acceptance, dreams, love, and
perseverance. In this article, we will explore 100 of the most memorable quotes
by Marilyn Monroe, serving as a reminder of her timeless wisdom and
empowering outlook on life.

1. "Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius, and it's better to be
absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring."

This quote by Marilyn Monroe encapsulates her belief in embracing our quirks
and individuality. According to her, our imperfections make us unique and
interesting, and it is far more fulfilling to express ourselves authentically than to
conform to societal expectations.

2. "We should all start to live before we get too old."

Marilyn Monroe reminds us to seize the moment and live life to the fullest. Instead
of postponing our dreams or waiting for the "right time," she encourages us to
start pursuing our passions now, as life is too short to be constantly waiting for
something that may never come.
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3. "If you can make a woman laugh, you can make her do anything."

This quote reflects Monroe's understanding of the power of humor. Marilyn
believed that humor had the ability to create strong connections and influence
others. By making someone laugh, you can create an environment of joy and
openness, gaining their trust and loyalty.

4. "Success makes so many people hate you. I wish it wasn't that
way. It would be wonderful to enjoy success without seeing envy in
the eyes of those around you."

Marilyn Monroe was keenly aware of the downsides of success. While
achievement may lead to admiration, it can also breed envy and resentment in
others. In this quote, she shares her longing for a world where success is
celebrated without stirring negative emotions in those who witness it.

5. "Give a girl the right shoes, and she can conquer the world."

Known for her exceptional style, Marilyn Monroe recognized the transformative
power of fashion. This quote highlights the impact of wearing something that
makes you feel confident and empowered. By choosing the right pair of shoes, or
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any piece of clothing that resonates with you, you can tap into your inner strength
and take on the world.
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The book "100 Inspirational Quotes By Marilyn Monroe: A Boost Of
Empowerment, Inspiration, Confidence And Positive Vibes" features a hundred
various interesting and inspiring quotes by one of the most famous icons in
modern history of pop culture - Marilyn Monroe. Undoubtedly, this collection of
quotes will be a great inspiration for a lot of men and women in the world. Buy it
now or give it as a perfect gift!
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